Accelerated life testing is a method for estimating the reliability of products at normal use conditions from the failure data obtained at the severe conditions. In this paper, constant-stress accelerated life testing is considered when the lifetime of a product follows a two-parameter Birnbaum-Saunders distribution. Based on type-II censoring. A certain conditions (stress) are assumed to affect the scale parameter through the inverse power law model. Maximum likelihood estimators (MLEs) of an accelerated life tests model are derived. Prediction of the scale parameter under usual conditions is obtained. Moreover, the reliability function at a certain mission time under the same conditions is also predicted. Simulation results are carried out to study the precision of the MLEs for the parameters involved.
Introduction
Accelerated life testing (ALT) is often used in order to induce failures of very high reliability devices. In such tests, the units are tested under accelerated conditions (stress) that is extremely more severe than normal use conditions encountered in practice.
So, the time necessary to test a sample of such devices under normal conditions very costly, take a long time. So, ALT save time and cost. Stress would induce early failure of the tested units. Over stress may be in the form of temperature, voltage, pressure, load, humidity, vibration,…etc, or some combination of them.
In a constant stress accelerated test, each unit is run at a prespecified constant stress level which does not vary with time. In use, most products such as semiconductors and microelectronics, capacitors, lamps …etc, run at a constant stress. This type of stress is widely used and preferred because the stress is constant in most applications, it is much easier to apply and quantify constant stress and models for constant stress are available, widely publicized and empirically verified.
Determining a relationship between stress and scale parameter of the lifetime distribution, extrapolation to the normal use conditions will be carried. This relationship is known as the acceleration model. It is assumed that changing the stress from one level to another affects the value of the parameter only and not the functional form of the lifetime distribution. This is a major assumption of ALT.
In the literature for ALT, Viertl [1988] gave a briefer overview of the available statistical methods for ALT. Nelson [1990] introduced a comprehensive review of the theory and practice of ALT. Meeker and Escobar [1993] briefly reviewed the basic statistical and other ideas behind accelerated testing. They provided an overview of some current statistical research to improve accelerated tested planning and methods. In a constant stress ALT, was applied by several authors,( for example, see Owen [1997] , Aly [1997] , Abdel-Ghaly et al. [1998] , Al-Hussaini and AbdHamid [2004, 2006] , Watkins and John [2008] and Abd-Hamid and Al-Hussaini [2009] ). Birnbaum and Saunders [1969a,b] proposed a two-parameter failure time distribution for fatigue failure caused under cyclic loading. Fatigue failure based on a model which assumes that failure is due to the development and growth of a dominant crack. This distribution is known as the two-parameter Birnbaum-Saunders (BS) distribution or as the fatigue life distribution. As Artur et al. [2011] indicate, this distribution is an attractive alternative to the weibull, gamma and log-normal models, since its derivation considers the basic characteristics of the fatigue process.
Statistical analysis for the BS distribution has for the most part, been limited to complete data by several authors,( for example, see Chang and Tang [1993] Artur et al. [2011] ). Constant-stress ALT for twoparameter BS distribution is introduced by Owen [1997] .
In this paper, we discuss the MLEs of constant-stress ALT for two-parameter BS distribution under type-II censored data. This model is described in detail in section 2, the value of the scale parameter and the reliability function at a mission time t 0 under usual stress are predicted. In section 3 explains the simulation studies for illustrating the theoretical results. Finally, conclusions are included in section 4.
Model description and maximum likelihood estimation
The lifetime T is assumed to have a two parameters BS distribution with the shape and scale parameters α and β respectively. So, the probability density function of T is
The scale parameter ߚ is the median of the ‫ܤ‬S distribution which has a wide use in reliability studies. The cumulative distribution function is as follows:
Where Φ (.) denotes the standard normal distribution.
And the reliability function of ‫ܵܤ‬ distribution in (1) takes the form:
The scale parameters ߚ and the stress V are related by the inverse power law model, which is described in Mann et al. [1974] .
Where C is the constant of proportionality, and P is the power of the applied stress, which are the parameters of this model.
Assume that the life testing experiment is conducted under K higher stress V j , j=1…k and assume that V u be the normal use conditions such that V u <V 1 <V 2 <…<V k . At each V j there are n j units put on test. The total number of units in the experiments is N=∑ ݊ ୀଵ . When a type-II censoring is adopted at each stress level, the experiment terminates once the number of failure r j selected of observations n j are reached. The lifetime t ij at stress V j , i=1,.. .r j and j=1,..k, are assumed the two parameters BS distribution with the density:
The likelihood function of the experiment is considered to have the following form:
From a statistical point of view, the method of maximum likelihood yields estimators with good statistical properties. Using lnL to denote the natural logarithm of L (ߙ, ‫,ܥ‬ ܲሻ, then we have
MLEs of α, C and P are obtained by getting the partial derivatives of lnL with respect to α, C and P respectively , as follows:
To obtain α ෝ, C and P at which the log likelihood function is maximized, equating the equations (8-10) to zero, Since the closed form solution to thesis equations do not exist. The Newton-Raphson iteration will be used to solve these equations numerically. To estimate the variance-covariance matrix of the estimated parameters, we use the second derivatives of the logarithm of the likelihood function defined in equation (6) .The second derivatives are used to get the information matrix, and hence the asymptotic variance-covariance matrix is its inverse. The Fisherinformation can be expressed in the form:
The inverse of I is the asymptotic variance-covariance matrix of ൫α ෝ, C and P ൯.
Then, the second partial derivates are given as follows:
By getting Fisher-information matrix, it can be said that the MLEs of ߙ, ‫ܥ‬ and ܲ have an asymptotic variance-covariance matrix defined by equation (12) and by substituting α ෝ for ߙ, C for C and P for P .
The approximate confidence intervals of the parameters are derived based on the asymptotic distribution of the MLEs of the elements of the vector of unknown parameters Θ ൌ ሺα, C, Pሻ .
It is known that the asymptotic distribution of the MLEs of ሺ Θ െ Θ ሻ/ ට ‫‪ሺ‬ݎܽݒ‬ Θ ሻ can be approximated by a standard normal distribution, where ‫ݎܽݒ‬ ቀ Θ ቁ is estimated as the asymptotic variance, obtained fromሺ12ሻ. Then, the approximate 100ሺ1 െ ߛሻ% two sided confidence interval for α, C, P are, respectively, given by:
Where ܼ ఊ/ଶ is the 100ሺߛ/2ሻ standard normal percentile.
Simulation Studies
In this section simulation studies are conducted to investigate the performances of the MLEs through their absolute relative bias (RABias) and mean square error (MSE).Using the invariance property of MLEs, we can estimate the MLEs of scale parameter β ୨ through the following equation
The Simulation procedures were described as follows:
Step1. 1000 random samples of sizes 90, 150, 210, 300 and 450 were generated from the BS distribution. Different initial values are selected for all sets of (α, C and Pሻ. Step2. For all sample sizes, the parameters of the model were estimated under type-II censored samples, where ‫ݎ‬ ൌ 60%݊ for all sets of (α , C and P ሻ.
Step3.All equations were solved by using the Newton-Raphson method. The estimate of the scale parameter ߚ ୨ was obtained from equation (20) .
Step4. The RABias and MSE were tabulated for all sets of (α , C and P ሻ.
Step5. The confidence limit with confidence level ሺ1 െ ߛሻ ൌ 0.95 for all sets of (α , C and P ሻwere obtained.
Step6. Using the invariance property of MLEs, the MLEs of the scale parameter β ୳ of BS distribution at usual stressV ୳ ൌ .5, can be estimated by using the following equation:
Also, the MLEs of the reliability function at mission time ሺ‫ݐ‬ ଵ ൌ 1.5, ‫ݐ‬ ଶ ൌ 1.8 , ‫ݐ‬ ଷ ൌ 2.1 ܽ݊݀ ‫ݐ‬ ସ ൌ 2.4ሻ are predicted under the same usual condition for all sets of parameters.
Simulation results are summarized in Tables (1-9) . Tables (1-3) give the estimators, RABias and MSE. The approximate confidence intervals of the MLEs at 95% are presented in Tables (4-6 ). Tables (7) (8) (9) give the estimated scale parameter underV ୳ ൌ 0.5. And the reliability function are predicted under V u =0.5.
Conclusion
The classical inference procedure for the unknown parameters of the constantstress ALT model for the BS distribution when the data are type-II censored. It is observed that the maximum likelihood estimators cannot be obtained in closed form and we have proposed to use the Newton-Raphson as an iterative method to compute them. The value of the scale parameter β ୨ under usual stress is predicted and the reliability function at mission times is estimated. The performances of the estimators are investigated by simulation study and from results of Tables (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) , it is observed the following:
1. The maximum likelihood estimators for the all sets of initial values of parameters have good statistical properties for all sample sizes. As the sample size increases the MSE of estimators decreases. 2. As the sample size increases the interval of the estimators decreases. 3. As the stress increases it is evident that the MSE of the estimated scale parameter ߚ ୨ tend to decrease. 4. As the value of α ܽ݊݀ C decrease, it is evident that the MSE of the estimates decrease. 5. It is evident that the MSE of the estimates do not rely on varying the value of P .
From results of Tables (7) (8) (9) , it is observed the following:
1. As the sample size increases, the reliability function increases.
2.
As the values of C and P increase at the same mission time, the reliability function increases.
3. There is an inverse proportional relationship between the shape parameter α and the reliability function.
Finally, as future work, estimation the parameters of the constant partially ALT with censoring data should be addressed. 
